
Director’s Note
2020 has been quite a year. This pandemic has 
changed the shape of many parts of our lives. 
Limelight is spending its 20th year reinventing 
how we approach live theater and collaborative 
performances. With health and safety first and 
foremost, we set out to create something that 
would allow us to continue to come together to share stories. That meant having a 
very flexible plan. We created an outline and Ginger prepared 2-8 scenes that would 
accommodate 4-8 actors each, that could be performed in person (with appropriate 
social distancing) or online (if we had needed to take that route). We wouldn’t know 
what the show would look like until we knew who had auditioned and what phase of 
reopening the state we would be in. We are immensely impressed with this cast for being 
flexible with this unique collection of stories and different aesthetic choices we have 
made to align with the new protocols and rules to help keep us safe. 
We may have had to change how we do some things, but the creative spirit is strong within this group of 
goofy, thoughtful, hardworking, and fantastically fun performers. We are so lucky to have them on this 
journey with us. Thank you for joining us this evening and enjoy the show!

Ginger Simons & Cori Veverka
Co-Directors
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THE ROBOTS 
NEXT DOOR

ONE ACTS

SMALLTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA -- RoboTech, a local multi-billion dollar corporation has come under fire 
from the public for conducting secret experiments with human subjects. Citizens expressed their concerns 
in a town hall meeting Wednesday after hearing circulating rumors that humans are being modified with 
robotic implants under the radar of the public eye.
“We don’t know how long this has been going on or who has participated in the experiments,” City Manager 
Bill Dawson told the SmallTown Chronicle. “We will send out a press release when the city board has more 
information.”
This is not the first wave of controversy RoboTech has received; in 2004, the corporation was featured in an 
exposé revealing several institutions that had engaged in human testing. RoboTech had previously claimed 
to be cruelty-free on its website, citing how it has never used animals in its testing. The resulting court case 
was thrown out on the basis that turning humans into bunny rabbits did not meet the definition of “cruelty.” 
“We want answers,” Smalltown citizen Becky Carter said. “I need to know which of my friends I can take on a 
picnic.”
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VIRTUAL IMPROV SHOW
Friday, July 31  ·  7:00pm  ·  $5 per screen  ·  Tickets available at limelighttheatrecompany.org
The Fries With That? Improv group is ready to bring some funny to your Friday! Our team of 
talented improvisers will be playing your favorite games with characters and scenarios all 
made up on the spot. The setting may be virtual, but the laughs are real.


